Receptor Clustering Is Involved in Reelin Signaling
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The Reelin signaling cascade plays a crucial role in the correct positioning of neurons during embryonic brain development. Reelin binding to apolipoprotein E receptor 2 (ApoER2) and very-low-density-lipoprotein receptor (VLDLR) leads to phosphorylation of disabled 1 (Dab1), an adaptor protein which associates with the intracellular domains of both receptors. Coreceptors for Reelin have been postulated to be necessary for Dab1 phosphorylation. We show that bivalent agents specifically binding to ApoER2 or VLDLR are sufficient to mimic the Reelin signal. These agents induce Dab1 phosphorylation, activate members of the Src family of nonreceptor tyrosine kinases, modulate protein kinase B/Akt phosphorylation, and increase long-term potentiation in hippocampal slices. Induced dimerization of Dab1 in HEK293 cells leads to its phosphorylation even in the absence of Reelin receptors. The mechanism for and the sites of these phosphorylations are identical to those effected by Reelin in primary neurons. These results suggest that binding of Reelin, which exists as a homodimer in vivo, to ApoER2 and VLDLR induces clustering of ApoER2 and VLDLR. As a consequence, Dab1 becomes dimerized or oligomerized on the cytosolic side of the plasma membrane, constituting the active substrate for the kinase; this process seems to be sufficient to transmit the signal and does not appear to require any coreceptor.

Correct positioning of neurons of the cortical plate depends on Reelin, an extracellular matrix protein produced by Cajal-Retzius cells (10), on the Reelin receptors apolipoprotein E receptor 2 (ApoER2) and very-low-density-lipoprotein receptor (VLDLR) (35), and on the intracellular adaptor protein disabled 1 (Dab1) (30). Mutations in the corresponding genes, i.e., the Reelin gene (as in the reeler mouse) (12) and the Dab1 gene (as in the scrambler and yotari mice) (16, 32, 37), and deletions of the genes for both ApoER2 and VLDLR (35) result in identical cortical layering defects, suggesting that the gene products are part of the same signaling pathway. The current working model proposes that Reelin binds to ApoER2 and VLDLR (11, 14). Subsequent phosphorylation of Dab1 is a key event leading to the ultimate cell responses required for correct positioning of newly generated neurons (17, 18). Dab1 was originally identified as an interaction partner of Src (15) and contains a phosphotyrosine binding domain which interacts with the unphosphorylated NPXY motif present in the cytoplasmic domains of ApoER2 and VLDLR (19, 34). Phosphorylation of Dab1 induced by Reelin is dependent on the presence of ApoER2 and VLDLR (5) and occurs on Tyr198 and Tyr220 (20). Recent studies demonstrated that members of the Src family of nonreceptor tyrosine kinases (SFKs) are involved in Dab1 phosphorylation in neurons (2, 6). Coreceptors, such as members of the family of cadherin-related neuronal receptors (CNRs), have been proposed to be involved in this pathway (31). Neuronal migration is also regulated by cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (27, 28), but whether this pathway is connected to the Reelin pathway is still not fully explored. Very little is known about the signaling cascade downstream of Dab1; however, recent results demonstrated that Reelin activates SFKs (2, 6) and modulates phosphoinositide 3-kinase-mediated phosphorylation of protein kinase B (PKB)/Akt (4) by a direct interaction of Dab1 with the regulatory subunit p85α (7).

An interesting mechanistic aspect of the function of Reelin was recently elucidated. Reelin molecules form higher-order complexes in vitro and in vivo (36). This observation was further refined by showing that Reelin is secreted in vivo as a disulfide-linked homodimer (22). Deletion of a short region, called the CR-50 epitope, located at the N terminus of the molecule abolishes oligomerization, and the mutated Reelin fails to induce Dab1 phosphorylation in primary mouse neurons. These results are in accordance with earlier observations that an antibody against the CR-50 epitope antagonizes Reelin function in vitro and in vivo (25, 26).

Here we show that clustering of ApoER2 and/or VLDLR induces Dab1 phosphorylation and downstream events including activation of SFKs and modulation of PKB/Akt. Furthermore, modulation of long-term potentiation (LTP), one of the biological effects of Reelin, is also mediated by Reelin-independent receptor clustering. These results strongly suggest that receptor-induced dimerization or oligomerization of Dab1 is sufficient for its phosphorylation and downstream events with-
out the need for an additional coreceptor providing tyrosine kinase activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Antibodies. Antibodies against the entire ligand binding domains of ApoER2 (Ab 186) and VLDLR (Ab 187) were raised in rabbits by using the corresponding maltose binding protein (MBP) fusion proteins as antigens. Rabbit anti-ApoER2 Ab (Ab 20), which is directed against the intracellular domain of the receptor (33), rabbit anti-Dab1 (2720) (35), and rabbit anti-receptor-associated protein (anti-RAP) (24) are described in the indicated references. Monoclonal mouse anti-Dab1 (D4), mouse anti-Reelin (G10), and mouse anti-VLDLR (G66) were kind gifts from Andre Goffinet (University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium). The following antibodies were purchased from the indicated sources: mouse anti-photophoresis (PY99), Santa Cruz; horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-coupled anti-V5 antibody, Invitrogen; phosphorylation site-specific antibodies against phospho-SFK (Y418), BioSource; Camarillo, Calif.; phospho-Akt (Ser473; catalog no. 44-4262), BioSource; anti-PKB/Akt (catalog no. 9272), Cell Signaling Technology; and anti-Fyn, Upstate Biotechnology. Mouse anti-my-yc (9E10) was used as the supernatant of the hybridoma cell line 9E10 from the American Type Culture Collection at a dilution of 1:100. The phosphotyrosine-specific anti-Dab antibodies (18) (anti-Dab1-1FKBP) and anti-Dab1-5F (18) were generous gifts from Tom Curran (Department of Developmental Neurobiology, St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.).

Expression of recombinant proteins, preparation of cell extracts, electrophoresis, and Western blotting. Reelin was expressed in 293T cells, and conditioned medium was concentrated by ultrafiltration by using Ultrafree-15 (Millipore). Preparation of myc-tagged RAP and MBP fusion proteins containing the entire ligand binding domains of ApoER2 (ApoER2α4-6-MBP/His) and VLDLR (VLDLR1-8-MBP/His) was performed as described in reference 21.

The expression plasmid coding for Fc-RAP was constructed using a PCR fragment coding for full-length rat RAP lacking the endoplasmic reticulum signal sequence. The RAP coding region was amplified using the following primer pair: 3′-RAPrev, 5′-GCCCCTTCTAGACGGCCTGCTAGACCGCTG-3′, and 5′-RAPfow, 5′-GGTGATCCACATCCGCGCTTACGACGGG-3′. The PCR fragment was cloned into pcDNA3.1/V5/His/TOPO. The insert was re-cloned with BamHI and XbaI and cloned into the backbone of the VLDLR-FC expression vector (14) cleaved with the same enzymes. A stable cell line expressing the Fc-RAP construct was created as follows. HEK293 cells in four 100-mm diameter dishes (8 × 10⁶ cells/dish) were transfected using the MBS kit (Stratagene). G418 selection was started 24 h later and was continued for 15 days (0.8 mg of active G418/ml). Twenty surviving colonies were tested for expression and secretion of Fc-RAP. Secreted RAP-V5-Fc samples from two clones with high expression levels were tested by ligand blotting for their ability to bind to lipopolysaccharide-receptor-associated protein and megalin.

Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was performed according to the method of Laemmli (23), and proteins were transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes by semidy blotting. For Western blotting with antibodies to 180, 187, and 10, nitrocellulose membranes were blocked for 1 h in Tris-buffered saline (TBS)-0.1% Tween (pH 7.4) containing 5% milk powder. For Western blotting using PY99, D4, anti-phospho-Akt, and anti-phospho-SFK, 5% bovine serum albumin instead of milk powder was used. Appropriate HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:20,000; Jackson Immuno Research) were used for detection with enhanced chemiluminescence (Pierce).

Dabl phosphorylation assay. The Dabl phosphorylation assay was performed essentially as described previously (11, 14). Briefly, brains from embryonic-day-15 mouse embryos were homogenized in Hank’s balanced salt solution, centrifuged (200 × g for 4 min), resuspended in medium (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium-nutrient mixture F-12 [Ham] containing B27 supplement [Gibco BRL], 10 mM glutamine, and antibiotics), and plated onto poly-L-ornithine-coated 6-cm-diameter dishes. After 3 days in culture, the cells were washed with Hank’s balanced salt solution and incubated with different media containing the indicated ligands (see figure). After 20 min at 37°C, cells were washed again, resuspended into 350 μl of radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate [pH 7.4], 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaF, 2 mM Na₂VO₃, 1% β-mercaptoethanol, 1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, and complete protease inhibitor cocktail [Roche]), and lysed for 30 min on ice. The lysates were centrifuged at 20,000 × g for 30 min, and the supernatants were transfected with the relevant construct expressing domains of ApoER2 (ApoER2α4-6-MBP/His) or VLDLR1-8-MBP/His/ml was incubated on a 96-well plate overnight at 4°C. All further incubations were carried out at room temperature for 1 h, and Reelin or antibodies were diluted in blocking solution (2% bovine serum albumin in TBS, 2 mM CaCl₂, 0.05% Tween). After blocking and a washed, membranes were blotted with the relevant antibody. For detection of bound Reelin, an HRP-conjugated secondary antibody was used. For detection of bound Akt, the blots were incubated with a phospho-Akt antibody, washed, and probed with an HRP-conjugated secondary antibody. After washing, membranes were exposed to X-Omat Blue XB-1 film (Eastman Kodak Co.).
used in 0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 6.0, containing 10 mM H$_2$O$_2$. The reaction was stopped after 5 min by addition of 0.3 M H$_2$SO$_4$, and bound secondary antibody was photometrically quantified at 450 nm. For the sandwich binding assay, plates were coated with ApoER2Δ4-6-MBP/His as described above. Plates were overlaid with concentrated (100×) Reelin-containing medium followed by the addition of 10 µg of VLDLR1-8-MBP/His/ml. Bound receptor fragments were detected by the addition of a monoclonal antibody against VLDLR (6G6) in combination with an anti-mouse immunoglobulin G (IgG) coupled to HRP.

**RESULTS**

Recent results demonstrated that Reelin is secreted as a disulfide-linked homodimer (22) and that a truncated version of Reelin, which lacks the N-terminal CR-50 epitope, does not form oligomers and fails to induce Dab1 phosphorylation (36). In analogy to growth factor receptor signaling, these results are compatible with a mechanism in which Reelin dimers may transmit the signal by receptor dimerization or receptor clustering on the surface of target neurons. To test this possibility, we designed specific bivalent ligands for ApoER2 and VLDLR and tested their ability to mimic Reelin signaling in primary mouse neurons. First, we expressed RAP fused to a V5 epitope and the Fc portion of human IgG in 293T cells (Fig. 1a). RAP is a specialized chaperone for endocytic receptors which binds to most members of the low-density-lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) family (39). Due to two disulfide bonds between the Fc portions, the recombinant fusion protein is secreted as a dimer with a molecular mass of approximately 85 to 90 kDa (Fig. 1b), representing a bivalent ligand for ApoER2 and VLDLR. As a control, we used monomeric myc-RAP (Fig. 1a and b) which binds with high affinity to both receptors (21).

Demonstrated in Fig. 1c, Fc-RAP binds to both receptors with an affinity similar to that described for myc-RAP (21). myc-RAP added simultaneously with Reelin to primary neurons abolishes Reelin-induced Dab1 phosphorylation by competing for receptor binding sites (Fig. 1d). Furthermore, myc-RAP reduces the baseline phosphorylation of Dab1, which is sustained by Reelin produced by a small portion of neurons in the culture (21). In contrast, addition of Fc-RAP is able to induce Dab1 phosphorylation which reaches the intensity of that induced by Reelin in the presence of protein A (Fig. 1d). These experiments demonstrate that binding of a bivalent or multivalent (Fc-RAP plus protein A) ligand to the Reelin receptors is sufficient to transduce a Reelin-like signal, suggesting that dimerization or oligomerization of the receptors plays a role in this process. Since RAP does not discriminate between ApoER2 and VLDLR, it is not clear from this experiment with the indicated amounts of Fc-RAP (top) or myc-RAP (bottom), bound Fc-RAP was detected with protein A-HRP and myc-RAP was detected with 9E10 and an appropriate HRP-conjugated secondary antibody. OD$_{450}$, optical density at 450 nm. (d) Primary mouse neurons were incubated with different conditioned or control media as indicated. myc-RAP was used at a concentration of 100 µg/ml. Cells were processed for immunoprecipitation with anti-Dab1 antibody, and Western blotting was subsequently performed using antiphosphotyrosine (a-PY) and anti-Dab1 (a-Dab1) antibodies. Bands were scanned with a personal densitometer (Molecular Dynamics), and the antiphosphotyrosine signal was normalized to the anti-Dab1 band. The level of Dab1 phosphorylation induced by Reelin was set at 100% in each individual experiment. Relative intensities are shown boxed in the corresponding panels. Prot. A, protein A; +, present; −, absent.
whether both receptors must be recruited into such a signaling complex. To answer this question, we expressed the ligand binding domains of both receptors in Escherichia coli (21) and developed specific polyclonal antibodies against the receptor fragments. Due to their structure, antibodies could mimic bivalent ligands, inducing clustering of receptor molecules. To test for the specificity of Ab 186, which was raised against the ligand binding domain of ApoER2, the full-length cDNA for ApoER2 was expressed in 293T cells (Fig. 2a, lanes 1 and 2). Ab 186 (lane 2) recognized the same double band as Ab 20 (lane 1), which was previously prepared against the intracellular domain of the receptor (33). The double band originates from differential glycosylation of the receptor in 293T cells. Analysis of VLDLR-expressing cells (lane 3) and mock-transfected cells (lane 4) demonstrated that Ab 186 is specific for ApoER2 and does not cross-react with VLDLR, which has a structurally related ligand binding domain. In addition to these analyses, the specificity of the antibody was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy using neurons from ApoER2−/− mice (data not shown). To test whether the antibody-mediated clustering of ApoER2 is sufficient to induce Dab1 phosphorylation, primary neurons were incubated with Ab 186 and Dab1 phosphorylation was monitored. As shown in Fig. 2b, this antibody induced a signal comparable to that of Reelin. In contrast, Ab 20 had no effect. The effect of Ab 186 was dose dependent, showing maximal Dab1 phosphorylation at an antiserum dilution of 1:1,000 (final dilution of antibody-containing serum in the culture medium) (Fig. 2b). This effect is significantly higher than that of Reelin. However, at higher concentrations of the antibody, the phosphorylation signal decreased. This observation is compatible with the concept of receptor clustering, which decreases at nonstoichiometric concentrations of the interacting partners. To test for the specificity of the effect, we incubated neurons with the optimal concentration of Ab 186 (1:1,000) in the presence of the soluble recombinant ligand binding domain of ApoER2 or VLDLR. As demonstrated in Fig. 2c, the stimulatory effect of Ab 186 was abolished by the ligand binding domain of ApoER2 but not by the corresponding domain of VLDLR.

To genetically test the specificity of the effect of Ab 186 on Dab1 phosphorylation, primary neurons derived from wt, ApoER2−/−, or VLDLR−/− mice were stimulated with Ab 186. As demonstrated in Fig. 2d, Reelin induced Dab1 phosphorylation in all three types of neurons. However, Ab 186 induced the signal only in neurons derived from wt mice and from VLDLR−/− mice but not in neurons derived from ApoER2−/− mice. These experiments demonstrated that the effect of Ab 186 is indeed transmitted by ApoER2 and that clustering of both or one receptor, namely, ApoER2, is sufficient to transduce the signal.

Next, we tested an antibody against the ligand binding domain of VLDLR (Ab 187). The specificity of this antibody was tested by Western blot assays and immunoprecipitation experiments (data not shown). This antibody stimulates Dab1 phosphorylation in a manner similar to that of Ab 186 (Fig. 2e). Using neurons from VLDLR−/− mice demonstrated that the effect of Ab 187 is also specific and depends on the presence of VLDLR (Fig. 2e).

As recently demonstrated, activation of members of the SFKs (2, 6) and modulation of PKB/Akt phosphorylation (4, 6) are downstream effects of Reelin-induced Dab1 phosphorylation. To test whether these effects can also be mimicked by the clustering of ApoER2 and/or VLDLR on the cell surface, we incubated primary neurons with increasing concentrations of Ab 186 and measured SFK and PKB/Akt phosphorylation. As a control, Dab1 phosphorylation was monitored directly by blotting the cell extract with an antiphosphotyrosine antibody (4). As shown in Fig. 3, addition of Ab 186 not only induces Dab1 phosphorylation but also stimulates SFK and Akt phosphorylation without affecting total levels of Fyn and Akt. These results demonstrate that the specific antibody is able to mimic Reelin effects downstream of Dab1 phosphorylation.

Reelin modulates synaptic plasticity in the adult brain by enhancing LTP induction and maintenance (38). To test whether induced receptor clustering is sufficient to mimic this biologic effect of Reelin, we examined the effect of Fc-RAP on hippocampal synaptic plasticity. As demonstrated in Fig. 4, perfusion with 10 μg of Fc-RAP/ml enhanced LTP induction and maintenance compared to perfusion with control Fc or nontreatment of slices. Baseline synaptic responses were unchanged in the presence of Fc-RAP or control Fc protein (Fig. 4, section a). Fc-RAP-treated slices showed an elevated potentiation immediately following high-frequency stimulation (HFS) (Fig. 4, section b) (Fc-RAP, 288.4% ± 16.6% [n = 5]; Fc only, 239.5% ± 19.1% [n = 5]; no treatment, 232.7% ± 33.4% [n = 5]; P = 0.246). LTP induction was significantly enhanced in hippocampus slices perfused with Fc-RAP 60 min posttetanus (Fig. 4, section c) (187.3% ± 10.6%; n = 5) compared to that in slices perfused with Fc only (145.4% ± 5.0%; n = 5) or that in untreated slices (149.6% ± 5.9%; n = 5) (P = 0.0038). These effects are comparable to the effects seen with Reelin (compare Fig. 5 in reference 38) and demonstrate that receptor clustering with a synthetic ligand is sufficient for this effect of Reelin.

To explore the possibility that receptor-independent dimerization of Dab1 is sufficient for its phosphorylation, we used an inducible homodimerization system (ARIAD) (9). Dab1 was fused to either one or two copies of FKBP12 and expressed in 293 cells. Addition of a cell-permeable synthetic ligand (AP20187) induces dimerization or multimerization (dependent on whether one or two copies of FKBP are present) of the fusion protein by linking the FKBP moieties (Fig. 5a). As shown in Fig. 5b, expression of wt Dab in these cells does not result in detectable amounts of phosphorylated Dab1. However, expression of the fusion proteins (Dab wt-1FKBP or Dab wt-2FKBP) resulted in weak but detectable phosphorylation of the fusion proteins even in the absence of AP20187. Addition of the dimerizer to the cells induced a dramatic increase in the phosphorylation of the fusion proteins but did not result in the phosphorylation of wt Dab1. As a control, we used a corresponding fusion protein containing a mutated version of Dab1 in which the five tyrosine residues involved in Reelin-induced phosphorylation were replaced by phenylalanine (18). As shown in Fig. 5b, this fusion protein (Dab1 5F-2FKBP) was not phosphorylated under the same experimental conditions. To test whether phosphorylation of Dab1 induced by its dimerization in 293 cells is mediated by the same family of kinases which phosphorylates Dab1 in neurons upon Reelin stimulation (2, 6), we carried out the same experiment in the presence of PP2 [4-amino-5-(4-chlorophenyl)-7-(t-butyl)pyrazolo(3,4-
D)pyramidine], which selectively inhibits Dab1 phosphorylation induced by members of the Src family and Abl (2). As demonstrated in Fig. 5c, preincubation of transfected 293 cells with PP2 completely abolished dimerization-induced Dab1 phosphorylation. Addition of PP3, a structural analogue of PP2 which does not inhibit Src family kinases, is without effect.

FIG. 2. Polyclonal antibodies directed against the ligand binding domains of ApoER2 and VLDLR induce Dab1 phosphorylation in primary embryonic neurons. (a) 293T cells were transfected with constructs encoding ApoER2 (ApoER2AA-6) (lanes 1 and 2) or VLDLR (lane 3) or with the empty vector (lane 4). The corresponding cell extracts were separated using SDS-8% PAGE under reducing conditions, and Western blotting was performed using Ab 20 (lane 1) or Ab 186 (lanes 2 to 4). Molecular size markers are shown at the left. (b) Primary mouse neurons were incubated with Reelin-conditioned medium, control medium, or Ab 186, and the phosphorylation of Dab1, SFKs, and PKB/Akt was analyzed by Western blotting of crude cell lysates using the indicated antibodies. The IgG heavy chain marked by the arrow in the phospho-Akt immunoblot originates from Ab 186 added in this experiment. Molecular size markers are shown at the left. a-PY, antiphosphotyrosine; p-Dab1, phospho-Dab1; a-Dab1, anti-Dab1; a-p-SFK, anti-phospho-SFK; a-Fyn, anti-Fyn; a-p-AKT, anti-phospho-Akt; a-AKT, anti-Akt.

FIG. 3. Ab 186 induces activation of SFKs and PKB/Akt in primary embryonic neurons. Primary rat neurons were incubated with Reelin-conditioned medium, control medium, or Ab 186, and the phosphorylation of Dab1, SFKs, and PKB/Akt was analyzed by Western blotting of crude cell lysates using the indicated antibodies. The IgG heavy chain marked by the arrow in the phospho-Akt immunoblot originates from Ab 186 added in this experiment. Molecular size markers are shown at the left. a-PY, antiphosphotyrosine; p-Dab1, phospho-Dab1; a-Dab1, anti-Dab1; a-p-SFK, anti-phospho-SFK; a-Fyn, anti-Fyn; a-p-AKT, anti-phospho-Akt; a-AKT, anti-Akt.

and Western blotting was subsequently performed using antiphosphotyrosine (a-PY) or anti-Dab1 (a-Dab1) antibody as indicated. (c) Primary neurons were incubated with the preimmune serum from the rabbit producing Ab 186 or with Ab 186 alone or in the presence of an excess of soluble ligand binding domains of ApoER2 (AΔ4-6) or VLDLR (V1-8). Immunoprecipitation and Western blot analysis were performed as described for panel b. (d) Primary neurons from wt, ApoER2−/−, and VLDLR−/− mice were stimulated with Reelin, control medium, or Ab 186 (1:1,000). Immunoprecipitation and Western blot analysis were performed as described for panel b. (e) Primary mouse neurons derived from wt or VLDLR−/− mice were incubated with Reelin-conditioned medium, control medium, or serum from the rabbit producing Ab 187 at a dilution of 1:800. Cells were processed for immunoprecipitation with anti-Dab1 antibody, and Western blotting was subsequently performed using anti-PY and anti-Dab1 antibodies as indicated. Bands were scanned with a personal densitometer (Molecular Dynamics), and the antiphosphotyrosine signal was normalized to the anti-Dab1 band. The level of Dab1 phosphorylation induced by Reelin was set at 100% in each individual experiment. Relative intensities are shown boxed in the corresponding panels.
Next we tested whether the same tyrosines of Dab1 which are phosphorylated by Reelin-induced stimulation of neurons (20) become phosphorylated by forced dimerization of Dab1 in 293 cells. Western blotting with phosphotyrosine-specific antibodies (20) demonstrated that Dab wt-1FKBP indeed becomes phosphorylated at positions 198 and 220 upon addition of AP20187 (Fig. 5d). These results suggest that dimerization-induced phosphorylation of Dab1 in 293 cells is caused by a mechanism similar to that in Reelin-stimulated neurons. Taken together, these experiments demonstrate that under certain conditions, tyrosine phosphorylation of Dab1 can be induced by dimerization or oligomerization of the protein independently of its interaction with the Reelin receptors, ApoER2 and VLDLR.

These results are compatible with a model in which Dab1 phosphorylation and downstream events of this pathway are induced in target neurons by clustering of ApoER2 and/or VLDLR by Reelin dimers. To test whether Reelin indeed is a bi- or polyvalent ligand for the receptors, we used a recently developed enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay-based binding assay which allows quantitative evaluation of binding parameters for ApoER2 and VLDLR (21). As demonstrated in Fig. 6a, Reelin has very similar affinities to both receptors. Under these conditions, free binding sites must be available on the bound Reelin if more than one binding site is present on the dimeric Reelin molecule. Indeed, soluble VLDLR fragments could be bound to Reelin bound to ApoER2 under these conditions (Fig. 6b). As a control, medium from mock-transfected cells was used instead of Reelin. This experiment demonstrates that Reelin is able to bind to more than one receptor molecule, suggesting that it is indeed able to cluster the receptors on the cell surface.

FIG. 4. Perfusion with Fc-RAP enhances hippocampal LTP induction. Hippocampal slices were perfused with Fc-RAP (10 μg/ml), Fc (10 μg/ml), or control medium. Baseline synaptic responses (a) and potentiation immediately following HFS (b) and up to 60 min after HFS (c) were recorded. The arrowhead represents LTP induced with two trains of 1-s-long, 100-Hz stimulation, separated by 20 s. The horizontal line indicates application of Fc-RAP, Fc, or control medium. Results are shown as means ± standard errors of the mean. fEPSP, field excitatory postsynaptic potential.

FIG. 5. Dimerization and oligomerization of Dab1 lead to receptor-independent phosphorylation in 293 cells. (a) Cartoon demonstrating dimerization of the Dab1-FKBP fusion protein by addition of AP20187. (b) Wt Dab1, fusion proteins containing wt Dab1 and one (Dab wt-1FKBP) or two (Dab wt-2FKBP) copies of FKBP, and a fusion protein containing a mutated version of Dab1 with the relevant five tyrosine residues replaced by phenylalanines and containing two copies of FKBP (Dab 5F-2FKBP) were expressed in 293 cells and treated with the indicated amounts of the FKBP-dimerizing agent AP20187 for 20 min. Dab1 phosphorylation was analyzed by Western blotting with the indicated antibodies by using crude cell lysates. a-PY, antiphosphotyrosine; a-Dab1, anti-Dab1; n.d., not determined. (c) 293 cells expressing Dab wt-1FKBP were treated for 1 h with or without (w/o) 10 μM PP2 or PP3 prior to the addition of 50 nM AP20187 or medium. After 20 min, Dab1 phosphorylation was analyzed by Western blotting with the indicated antibodies by using crude cell lysates. +, present; −, absent. (d) 293 cells expressing Dab wt-1FKBP or control cells (contr.) were treated with 50 nM AP20187, and after 20 min Dab1 phosphorylation was analyzed by Western blotting with the indicated antibodies by using crude cell lysates. Bands were scanned with a personal densitometer (Molecular Dynamics), and the antiphosphotyrosine signal was normalized to the anti-Dab1 band. The level of Dab1 phosphorylation induced by the highest concentration of AP20187 was set at 100% in each individual experiment. Relative intensities are shown boxed in the corresponding panels.
DISCUSSION

Reelin, an extracellular matrix protein, initiates a signal cascade in neurons which plays a key role in the positioning of neuronal layers in the central nervous system during embryonic development. Ample genetic and biochemical evidence defines this pathway as follows. Reelin is secreted by specialized neurons and binds to ApoER2 and VLDLR, two members of the LDLR family. This leads to the phosphorylation of Dab1, which binds to the cytoplasmic domains of both receptors. Further downstream events are still poorly defined but have been suggested to involve the activation of Src family members (2, 6), modulation of PKB/Akt phosphorylation (4, 7), and redistribution of Nckβ from the cell soma into distal sites of neuronal processes (29). It is unclear how the phosphorylation of Dab1 is generated at the receptor level. Since neither ApoER2 nor VLDLR have detectable kinase activity, coreceptors like CNRs (31) or integrins (13) have been postulated. However, direct involvement of these receptors in Dab1 phosphorylation has not yet been demonstrated. In vivo, Reelin is secreted as a disulfide-linked homodimer (22). In this regard, it is of interest that a truncated version of Reelin, which lacks the N-terminal CR-50 epitope, does not form oligomers and fails to induce Dab1 phosphorylation (36). If dimerization of the Reelin molecule is the key to its signaling function, receptor clustering on the surface of target cells may be the primary effect of ligand binding. We reasoned that mimicking Reelin action with artificial dimeric or multivalent ligands for ApoER2 and VLDLR would help us understand the action of Reelin at the molecular level. Thus, we constructed a bivalent RAP molecule in which two RAP moieties were fused together via a human Fc domain. RAP acts as a molecular chaperone for members of the LDLR family by preventing their intracellular interaction with ligands present in the secretory pathway (39). RAP binds with high affinity to the ligand binding domains of these receptors and inhibits binding of all known cognate ligands in vitro and in vivo. In contrast to the RAP monomer, which inhibits Reelin signaling by inhibiting Reelin binding to ApoER2 and VLDLR, the dimeric Fc-RAP construct mimics the Reelin signal by inducing Dab1 phosphorylation in primary embryonic neurons. This experiment demonstrates that binding of a monovalent ligand to the receptors is not sufficient to induce a Reelin-like signal. Interaction of the receptors with a bivalent agent, however, is sufficient to induce Dab1 phosphorylation. Since we cannot exclude a priori that RAP also interacts with other putative coreceptors, we produced polyclonal antibodies against the ligand binding domains of ApoER2 and VLDLR. Both antibodies induce Dab1 phosphorylation in primary embryonic neurons. Using neurons from ApoER2−/− and VLDLR−/− mice, we demonstrated that the capacity of these agents to mimic Reelin signaling is specific and indeed transduced by these receptors. The observation that the effect is concentration dependent points to clustering of the receptors as an important mechanistic aspect. Due to the specificity of the antibodies, we conclude that coreceptors are not required for the primary action of Reelin, i.e., induction of Dab1 phosphorylation. Furthermore, the antibody induces phosphorylation of SFKs and PKB/Akt. Especially in the case of Akt, these experiments confirm recent reports demonstrating that activation of Akt is a direct consequence of Dab1 phosphorylation and does not involve additional phosphoinositide 3-kinase activation by another pathway (3, 7). In addition, Fc-RAP mimics the effect of Reelin on LTP modulation in hippocampal slices. This demonstrates that bivalent synthetic ligands are able to mimic several Reelin-induced actions without the necessity for another receptor.

How can Reelin-induced receptor dimerization lead to the phosphorylation of Dab1? Since both receptors bind Dab1 via a shared sequence motif in their intracellular domains, the clustering of the receptors may lead to dimerization or oligomerization of Dab1. As the results of Fig. 5 show, dimerization of Dab1 is sufficient for its phosphorylation in 293 cells. In contrast, no phosphorylation was observed under the same experimental conditions with a mutant version of Dab1 which lacks the tyrosine residues that become phosphorylated in response to Reelin. Furthermore, a specific inhibitor of Src family kinases (PP2) inhibits phosphorylation of the dimer in 293 cells, and using phosphotyrosine-specific antibodies (20) demonstrates that Dab wt-1FKBP becomes phosphorylated at the...
same positions as in the case of Reelin stimulation of primary neurons. These results show that ApoER2 and VLDLR together are not per se necessary for inducing the phosphorylation of Dab1 but serve to induce dimerization or oligomerization of Dab1 upon binding of Reelin. This mode of action implies that Reelin associates with more than one receptor molecule simultaneously. In fact, as our results presented in Fig. 6 demonstrate, Reelin has more than one binding site for ApoER2 and VLDLR. This finding is supported by a recent study which also demonstrates that Reelin associates with two or more receptor molecules simultaneously (1).

In summary, these data allow us to postulate the following model for Reelin action. Reelin is secreted by specialized neurons as an oligomeric protein which binds to ApoER2 and VLDLR on the cell surface, thereby inducing homo- or heterodimerization or clustering of the receptors. As a consequence, Dab1 becomes dimerized or oligomerized on the cytosolic side of the plasma membrane and thereby constitutes an active substrate for Src family members or an as yet unidentified kinase. Subsequent tyrosine phosphorylation of Dab1 triggers the intracellular part of the complex Reelin pathway. Thus, Reelin regulates the actual amount of Dab1 dimers within target neurons by binding to ApoER2 and VLDLR, and as revealed here, this process is independent of coreceptors. However, it cannot be excluded that the interaction of Reelin with CNRs or other receptors is needed for the induction of parallel pathways which act independently of Dab1 phosphorylation. Thus, clustering of ApoER2 and VLDLR may not be sufficient to mimic all effects of Reelin, but it seems to be the only requirement for the induction of Dab1 phosphorylation.
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